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About This Game

Will of the Gods is an strategical 1v1 arcade game where players play as Gods, each trying to guide as many followers as they
can to their temple, while punishing those who choose to follow the other God. It's a game about tactics, skill and proving who
the better one is! Pick an arena, choose your game settings and activate gamemode mutators to create a chaotic duel between

you and a friend your rival.

Play at your own pace - be it casually, versus an AI or heat things up and fight a friend! Will of the Gods is easy to pick up but
hard to master due to several gameplay mechanics and the presence of micro-management! If, perhaps, you want both fun(the
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crazy type) and to prove that you are indeed the better player, you can activate several gamemode mutators to spice up your
game.

Features

Play Online or Offline versus a friend or an A.I.

Become an almighty God! Prove once and for all who is better!

Change gamemode settings and activate mutators to augment your gameplay

Pick from a variety of levels

Guide followers to your temple to secure your victory

Cast lightning to make enemies lose their faith or summon tornadoes to split large groups up !
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Title: Will of the Gods
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Comrades Inc.
Publisher:
Comrades Inc.
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 2.4 Ghz+ Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 560 / Radeon 6850

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 750 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBox controler for Windows or equivalent is recommended.

English,French,Bulgarian,Russian
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This is a beautiful, casual game I just purchased, about a father and daughter at odds who eventually reunite after quite a few
years apart.

The art is well done, and the music is soothing. Basically you play as Sally who, after dreaming of being a writer, runs off to the
city leaving her father behind. There aren't any enemies per se, but you can fall to your "death," and unopened columns and un-
trampled spikes\/bushes can harm Sally; causing you to start part of the level over. There are only 3 sets of keys to remember,
space bar so Sally can jump, the directional keys so the father can move, and the left shift key to speed Sally up when playing as
the father. As far as I can tell, there's no need for the mouse in any part of this game.

The biggest difficulty in this game comes with obtaining all the memorial pictures, as well as the last couple of levels. I've spent
most of my play time attempting to finish the last couple of levels, while at the same time getting the memorial photos. For me,
there is only one minor negative, and it's that you don't keep a memorial photo if you fail that specific part of the level. Which is
somewhat understandable. That being said, I guess the music can become a bit irritating if you're spending a lot of time
repeating the same sections over and over. One other thing, timing is quite important in some parts of this game. It almost
requires you to think ahead, since the father can only "jump" by bouncing off of Sally. And to clarify, you first play the level as
Sally, then after a couple of sections you play as the father with Sally taking the exact same route you took to complete the level
just before.

So yes I would recommend this game, but it is rather short. So if that bothers you, wait for it to go on sale again. As I was able to
pick this game up for $1.99, and I don't regret it in the least.

P.S. No need to worry about being stuck in this game, the level restarts after several seconds of no movement.

P.P.S. I nominated this game because I found it fairly addicting, and really just wanted to keep playing until I reached the end.
Since I've finished it I'm going back for the rest of the memorial photos I missed.. Bland, poorly drawn.

Absolutely terrible.. I am really torn on this. I love naval games, cutting my teeth on the Harpoon series, this unfortunately,
offers the depth of a paddling pool. It is however quite fun, striking me as better suited for a mobile game.
I have only played campaign mode, you start by picking either the US or GB then you are given a basic destroyer. After this you
simply go out and sink enemy ships...like the French and Italians...wasn't actually aware that the UK fought against the French
navy, didn't they sink them at Mers-el-Kébir?

First problem, no ability to play as the German Navy or the French, Italian, Japanese or Russian navy in campaign mode.

Sinking ships involves zooming the map out and looking for small forces to take on, it's so simple, too simple no radar, no visual
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ranges, no sonar...hydrophones, it's naval warfare, god mode.

Battles are fought at a slightly more zoomed view, it's actually quite fun, but so so shallow, all you do is right click on the target,
that's it!
There is no damage control, no distance calculations, just turn towards the enemy and flank speed, once in range (actually even
slightly out-of-range) right click and keep clicking, sort of like Diablo with ships.

You keep going until you are destroyed (very unlikely), you destroy the enemy (very very likely) or they surrender (occasionally
happens).
Afterwards, you get "warbonds" with which to buy ships, simply sail into port and buy a ship. The game play doesn't change at
all, you just buy more or better ships.

After saving enough 'money', you get to buy a battleship, basically cheat mode, they cannot be hurt, other than buy other
battleships, your guns are to accurate, i took on 6 destroyers and 2 heavy cruisers with my Battleship, all were wiped out before
they even managed a single shot on target. Aircraft carriers somehow manage to be more useless than any other ship in the
game, the planes are easily destroyed (automatically) and are incapable of offering even destroyer levels of damage.

It's pretty buggy, i can forgive that, Portsmouth was taken by the Germans and i was tasked with taking out the fleet (British
Fleet) taking it back, despite the fact i was playing as the British, after it was taken back it was unusable to me.

It is a fun game, but it's to shallow. It is over priced for what's offered, so i would have to rate it as a 'no'. I didn't receive
anything help pls. STANDBY Soundtrack is an exclusive collection of 5 tracks made just for the game alone by BlastOne.

Jump from genre to genre in these glitchy beats:

BlastOne - Blood Dragon
BlastOne - Endless Pursuit
BlastOne - Clever Mind...

STANDBY Soundtrack is an exclusive collection of 5 tracks

exclusive collection of 5 tracks

5 tracks

I found 3 tracks.. Havent played much of it yet, but from the time I was playing it was kind of confusing and thought I bought a
game that seemed very broken and went nowhere from playing 5 minutes of it. I managed to get prettyh far and liked what I
saw. I will be adding a better review later just wanted to say its a cool game and is pretty scary maybe not worth the 6.49 but
would be a great game to get onsale.. An unusual, simple, but well-polished adventure/puzzle game. I say "simple" because the
gameplay is straightforward; you wander various fantasy lands, picking up treasure and killing monsters. It's turn-based, in that
you have as much time as you like to decide your moves; when you move, all the monsters take their turns, then you go again.
There aren't any "life points", it's more like chess; you are not allowed to make a move that would result in a monster killing
you. When you can't move any more ("checkmate"), the game is over. Simple, but it gets tense when the monsters start building
up!

The graphics are a little simplistic, but they work well, especially given how they have to be stretched and shrunk. There is
music, though no sound effects; the music is good, with a different theme for each land, though all the music uses the same set
of instruments. It has a kind of faux-medieval feel that fits very well.

The key draw of the game is probably the hyperbolic geometry. This has a few effects; first, it's quite visually fascinating. Also,
when you wander the lands, paths perennially open up in front of you, expanding infinitely. Of course, another effect of the
geometry is that if you move away from a location, it's nearly impossible to find your way back unless you retrace your steps
exactly.

HyperRogue is an unusual, fascinating game. It's very easy to pick up and play for a few minutes, but it's difficult and deep
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enough to come back to again and again. Some of the hyperbolic lands have quite clever mechanics and layouts—there's even a
pattern editor to let you design your own levels. Plus, the developer is always working on updates and additions; the number of
lands, for example, has greatly expanded since the game's release. Recommended!
. Its really fun to get combos in this game.. Simple but fun to play game at a certain level, then it gets a bit boring and repetitive
(if you try to get all achievements, yes, it's a bit grindy).
Nonethless, it made smile with it's simplicity and still catchy characters to play (e.g. Doge).
Though it feels like a mobile phone game rather than PC it's still a nice effort, worth to try imo.
Achievements were broken but it was fixed a few weeks ago so everything is working fine now.
Get it on a discount and make it 100%. Grindy but eventually you'll get it.
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Nice and fun little quest. Really, too short. But arty. Surprising and easy.
Definitely worth it, if you have a free minute for something strange.. Chili and Cheese. I watched the trailer for the game and I
was like: "Ok, that looks awesome but still, it's just a trailer...who knows what will the game bring"

Let me tell you that my worries were in vain. The game is even better than I expected it to be.

Action + Great music + Nice pixelated graphics = Warlocks VS Shadows.

I really enjoy difficulty progression since it's really not just a button mashing like some people say it is. You need to learn how
to play each character and which abilities to use at the time. Boss battles are very well done!

Warlocks VS Shadows brings something new to the world of the indie games and you should play it. Although it is in the Early
Access phase I could hardly label it that way. It's much more than the tag say.. Terrible game. Bad graphics, laggy, slow controls,
useless physics. It has only cost me EUR 0,99 or so, but it's not worth it. A waste of harddisk space.

[edit] Made a typo in the price, should be 0,99.. I haven't had a chance to try the multiplayer and was able to pass the currently
included 13 stages in about 45 minutes, but I really enjoy what is here and can't wait to see what is to come. Having a single
screen for a Mighty Switch Force game is a fantastic idea and works wonderfully.. In short, game is bad and the port is bad.

Graphics looks bad even for a 2006 game, shadows glitch all over the place.
Saying that the controls and movement are clunky is being generous. The fact that the dash is a debug feature that got into the
final version as it was should say enough.
Gameplay is boring, enemies just stand in place shooting
Maps feel empty and boring, sound design is really bad and shooting doesn't fell good
Powers are really hard to target and clunky to cast and most of the time I feel like I missed a part of the tutorial where it
explains how to use certain game mechanics.

The game needed a lot more polish (too late now) and the port as well. If you liked Faerie Solitaire and Regency Solitaire then
you will enjoy this one. Same gameplay, different theme. Cute and great for the price. 10\/10. its overall good but autopilot is
annoying the FMS is confusing and it only has one sound if you go into outside view it sound like you are in the cockpit only
one livery and the master caution comes on way to much the trim doesnt work and it takes some power to get off the ground
wait till this product comes on sale if you really want it. First purchased this back in the DK2 days. It has improved massively.
Great attention to detail like dust particles and condensation in cockpit. Sunlight bouncing off cockpit glass. Space tours are a
great addition. Control scheme is now VR controller and very well thought out.

Very nice flying low over planets with atmosphere (given how Elite is lacking this feature).

Relaxing and atmospheric space flight sim.
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